ᐳ ᕙᒡᓗᖕᓂ ᖅ.
ᖃᐅᔨᓴᖅᑕᐅᓗᑎᑦ,
ᐃ ᔭᒐᖅᑖᖅᑎᑕᐅᓗᑎᑦ
ᐋ ᓐᓂᐊᕈᓐᓃᖅᑎᑕᐅᓗ ᑎ ᓪ ᓗ !

So how come yo
gotta watch me
take my pills?

My mom has
tuberculosis.
ᐊᓗᒃ ᓄᕙᓕᖅᐳᑎᒡᒍᖅ.
We just found out.
ᐱᖓᓱᑦ ᐊᑯᓂᐅᕗᖅ ᓄᕙᓪᓗᓂ.
ᐊᑯᓂᐅᓗᐊᖅᐳᖅ!

ᖃᐅ

ᐳᕙᒡᓗᖕᓂᕐᒧᑦ
ᖃᐅᔨᓴᖅᑕᐅᓂᖅ

Jimmy –
Wendy’s here!

I don’t know.

he going
all right?

Yeah.
Health

Canada
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in the c
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ᐳᕙᒃᑎᑦ ᐊᔾᔨᓕᐅᖅᑕᐅᓂᐊᖅ
I’m the DOT wo
ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᓄᕙᓂᒃ ᑎᕝᕗᐊᖅᑎᑕᐅᓂ

ᑲᓇᑕᒥ ᐋᓐᓂᐊᖃᕐᓇᙱᑦᑐᓕᕆᔨᒃᑯᑦ
ᖁᔭᓕᕗᒍᑦ ᐃᓚᐅᖃᑕᐅᓚᐅᖅᑐᓗᒃᑖᕐᓄᑦ ᑖᒃᑯᐊ
ᐅᓂᒃᑳᑦ ᓴᓇᔭᐅᕙᓪᓕᐊᓂᖏᓐᓄᑦ. ᐊᒥᓱᓄᑦ
ᐃᑲᔪᖅᑐᖃᓚᐅᕐᓂᖏᑎᒍᑦ ᑖᓐᓇ ᓴᖅᑭᑎᑕᐅᔪᓐᓇᓚᐅᖅᐳᖅ.
ᐃᓕᓴᕆᔪᒪᑦᑎᐊᖅᑕᕗᑦ ᑕᐃᒃᑯᐊ ᒪᒃᑯᒃᑐᑦ ᐃᓄᐃᑦ
ᐅᓂᒃᑳᓕᐅᓚᐅᖅᑐᑦ ᐃᓄᙳᐊᓕᐅᓚᐅᖅᖢᑎᒡᓗ
ᐆᒻᒪᕆᒃᑐᒥᒃ ᓴᖅᑭᑦᑎᑦᑎᓪᓗᑎᒃ ᐱᓕᕆᐊᒃᓴᕐᒧᑦ.
ᖁᔭᓕᒋᕗᒍᑦ ᐃᓄᖕᓄᑦ ᐱᔪᓐᓇᕐᓂᖃᑦᑎᐊᖅᖢᑎᒃ
ᑎᑎᖅᑐᕋᐅᔭᓚᐅᖅᑐᓄᑦ ᑕᒪᒃᑯᓂᖓ.

Health
Canada

Santé
Canada

ᐳᕙ ᒡ ᓗ ᖕᓂᖅ
ᒪᒥ ᓴ ᖅ ᑎᑕᐅᔪᓐᓇᑦᑐ ᖅ !
So how come you
gotta watch me
take my pills?

ᐊᓈᓇᖓ ᐳᕙᓪᓗᒃᐳᖅ,
ᖃᐅᔨᓕᓴᖅᐳᒍᑦ .

Jimmy –

ᖃᓄᐃᓐᖏᓐᓂᐊᓐᖏᑦᑑᒐᓗᐊᖅ?

Well, we have ways of
doing things here

ᐋᒪᐃ, ᓇᓗᕗᖓ.
Yeah.
I’m the DOT worker and
this is the best way to treat TB.
So that’s all
you’re gonna do?

Yup. Watch you
ᖃᕆᑕᐅᔭᒃᑯᑦ
take your meds
ᖃᐅᔨᒋᐊᓚᐅᖅᑕ.
two
times a week
until you’re done
in 9 months.

Jeez, it’s like we’re
going steady. Rub my
feet while you’re
here, will you?

ᐱᖃᑏᒃ! ᐅᑲᖅᓯᒪᕗᖅ
ᐳᕙᓪᓗᓐᓂᖓ ᑕᒪᕐᒥᒃ
ᐲᔭᕈᓐᓇᖅᑐᖅ, ᐄᔭᒐᖃᑦᑕᑐᐊᕈᓂ.

ᖁᕕᐊᓇᖅ!

ᖁᐃ ᖅ ᓱ ᖃᑦᑕᓕᖅᐱᑦ ᐱᓇᓱᐊᕈᓰᑦ
ᐱᖓ ᓱ ᑦ ᐅᖓᑖᓂᓪᓘᓐᓃ ᑦ?
What’s up with this
cough? Three weeks
My mom has
is long enough, already!
tuberculosis.
We just found out.

Tuberculosis
Testing

That’s it. I’m
getting tested’

ᐃᖅᑐᖅ ᓄᔭᓕᐊᖅ,
ᖃᓄᐃᓐᖏᒃᑲᓗᐊᖅᐲᑦ ?

Jimmy –
Wendy’s here!
I don’t know.
Is she going
to be all right?

ᐱᓇᓱᖃᕈᓰᑦ ᐱᖓᓱᑦ ᓈᓯᒪᓕᕐᒪᑕ

Well, we have ways of
doing things here
in the community, right?

I’ve had a cough for
three weeks that
ᖃᓄᐃᓐᖏᑉᐳᖓ.
Yeah.
ᓱᓕ ᑕᐃᒪᓐᖓᑦ
won’t
go away.
.
ᑭᓯᐊᓂ just
ᓄᕙᒃᐳᖓ
I’m the DOT worker and
I want to get tested ᓄᕙᒃᑲᕖᑦ, ᐃᖅᑐᖅ?
this is the best way to treat TB.
for TB.
So that’s all
you’re gonna do?
Let’s search
online.

You need a chest x-ray
and to cough up some
phlegm for the lab.

Yup. Watch you
take your meds
two times a week
until you’re done
in 9 months.
Several days later

ᐄ, ᑭᓯᐊᓂ ᓄᕙᐃᓐᓇᐅᔭᓕᕋᒪ .

ᖃᐅᒃᐸᙳᕐᒪᑦ
At least I know what

better now.
The results are back
and you have activeᐳᕙᒡᓗᒋᐊᒃᓴᕐᓂᒃ,
TB.
ᖃᐅᔨᓴᖅᑕᐅᔭᕆᐊᖃᓕᖅᐳᑎᑦ
That’s
why you’ve
beenᐱᖓᓱᑦ
ᐃᖅᑐᖅ ᓄᔭᓕᐊᖅ.
ᐱᓇᓱᐊᕈᓰᑦ
Dude! It says
TB is but
coughing
so much
ᓄᕙᒃᑲᕕᑦ
ᐊᑯᓂᐅᓗᐊᓕᕐᒪᑦ.
ᓄᕙᑐᐃᓐᓇᕈᕕᑦ.
100%
curable
if
she
don’t worry, TB is 100%
takes
all and
her now
meds.
curable
you
can start treatment. ᐄ ᐊᑏ, ᔮᓂ.
ᑕᐃᒪᓐᓇᐅᒋᐊᖃᕋᓱᒋᒍᕕᖓ
ᐊᑏ.

A few weeks later

I have TB and started
the meds a few weeks
ago. Now, my cough
Jeez, it’s like we’re
is almost gone. You
going steady. Rub my
should get tested, too.
feet while you’re
You
don’t want to pass it
Sweet!
here, will you?
on to others,
especially little kids
that can get really
sick from it.’

ᐋᓐᓂᐊᕐᕕᓕᐊᕐᓗᑎᑦ!

ᐳᕙ ᒡ ᓗᖕᓂᕐᒧᑦ
ᖃ ᐅᔨ ᓴᖅᑕᐅᓗᑎᑦ!
So how come you
gotta watch me
take my pills?

My mom has
tuberculosis.
ᐊᑯᓂᐊᓗᒃ ᓄᕙᓕᖅᐳᑎᒡᒍᖅ.
We just found out.
ᐱᓇᓱᐊᕈᓯᑦ ᐱᖓᓱᑦ ᐊᑯᓂᐅᕗᖅ ᓄᕙᓪᓗᓂ.
ᐊᑯᓂᐅᓗᐊᖅᐳᖅ!

ᐊᑏ,
ᖃᐅᔨᓴᖅᑕᐅᓂᐊᓕᖅᐳᖓ.

ᐳᕙᒡᓗᖕᓂᕐᒧᑦ
ᖃᐅᔨᓴᖅᑕᐅᓂᖅ

Jimmy –
Wendy’s here!
I don’t know.
Is she going
to be all right?

Yeah.

ᖁᐃᖅᓱᓕᕋᒪ ᐱᓇᓱᐊᕈᓯᒃ ᐱᖓᓱᑦ,
ᓄᖅᑲᖅᐸᓪᓕᐊᓇᓂ.
So that’s allᐳᕙᓪᓗᒋᐊᓐᓂᒃ
you’re
gonna do?
ᖃᐅᔨᓴᖅᑕᐅᔪᒪᓕᖅᐳᖓ.

Well, we have ways of
doing things here
in the community, right?

ᐳᕙᒃᑎᑦ ᐊᔾᔨᓕᐅᖅᑕᐅᓂᐊᖅᐳᑦ,
I’m the DOT worker and
ᐊᒻᒪᓗthis
ᓄᕙᓂᒃ
ᑎᕝᕗᐊᖅᑎᑕᐅᓂᐊᖅᐳᑎᑦ
is the
best way to treat TB.
ᖃᐅᔨᓴᖅᑕᐅᓂᐊᖅᑐᒥᒃ.

Let’s search
online.
Yup. Watch you
take your meds
two times a week
until you’re done
in 9 months.

ᐅᓪᓗᕋᓴᐃᑦ ᓈᓯᒪᓕᕐᒪᑕ

Dude! It says TB is
ᖃᐅᔨᓴᖅᑕᐅᓚᐅᖅᑐᑦ ᐅᑎᖅᐳᑦ,
ᖃᓄᐃᒋᐊᒃᓴᓐᓂᒃ ᖃᐅᔨᒪᓕᕋᒪ,
100% curable if she
ᐄ, ᐳᕙᓪᓗᒃᐳᑎᑦ.
ᐊᑲᐅᓯᕗᖓ.
takes all her meds.
ᖁᐃᖅᓱᐃᓐᓇᓗᐊᓚᐅᖅᐳᑎᑦ
ᓱᓇᐅᕝᕙ ᐳᕙᒡᓗᒃᑲᕕᑦ.
ᐃᓱᒫᓗᒋᓇᒍ, ᐳᕙᓪᓗᒃᑐᑦ Ya right, like that’s going
ᓄᐅᓴᖅᑕᐅᕙᒃᐳᑦ ᐄᓄᓕᓴᐅᑎᓄᑦ
to. happen!!!! Take your pills.’
ᐱᒋᐊᑲᐅᑎᒋᔪᓐᓇᖅᐳᑎᑦ ᐄᔭᒐᓄᑦ.

ᐱᓇᓱᐊᕈᓯᕋᓴᐃᑦ ᓈᓯᒪᓕᕐᒪᑕ
Jeez, it’s like we’re
going steady. Rub my
feetᐳᕙᓪᓗᒃᑲᒪ
while you’re
, ᐄᔭᒐᓄᑦ
Sweet!
ᐊᓐᓇᒃᓴᕆᐊᓕᓚᐅᖅᐳᖓ
here,
will you?
ᐱᓇᓱᐊᕈᓯᐅᓚᐅᖅᑐᒥ. ᖁᐃᖅᓱᕐᓂᕋ
ᓄᖅᑲᓕᖅᑐᖅ, ᖃᑦᑐᖅᑐᖅ.
ᖃᐅᔨᓴᖅᑕᐅᓇᔭᕋᕕᑦ ᐳᕙᓪᓗᒋᐊᒃᓴᕐᓂᒃ.
ᐳᕙᓪᓗᒃᑯᕕᑦ ᐊᓯᖕᓄᑦ ᐊᐃᑦᑐᕆᐊᑲᓐᖏᑦᑐᖅ.
ᓱᕈᓯᓛᓄᑦ ᐱᓗᐊᖅᑐᒥ,
ᐋᓐᓂᐊᓕᕈᑕᐅᔪᓐᓇᖅᑐᖅ ᒥᑭᑦᑐᓄᑦ.

ᐳᕙᒡᓗᒃᐱᑦ?
What’s up with this
cough? Three weeks
My mom has
is long enough, already!
tuberculosis.
ᑐᑭᓯᐅᒪᓐᖏᑉᐳᖓ
ᖃᓄᐃᒻᒪᑦ
We just found out.
ᐄᔭᕋᖅᑐᖓ
ᖃᐅᔨᓴᖅᑕᐅᔭᕆᐊᖃᕆᐊᓐᓂᒃ.
ᐃᓐᓇᐅᔪᖓ.

ᐊᒻᒪᓗ ᐃᓄᖃᑎᒋᔭᐅᑦᑎᐊᖅᖢᖓ,
That’s it. I’m
ᐅᒃᐱᖕᓇᕋᒪ.
ᐃᖅᑐᖅ tested’
ᓄᔭᓕᐊᖅ,
getting
ᐳᕙᓪᓗᒃᑐᓄᑦ ᐄᔭᒐᓕᖅᑐᓄᑦ
ᑕᓐᓇ ᒪᓕᒐᕆᔭᐅᕐᒪᑦᑰ–
Grandpa Nuyalia,
ᐃᖅᑲᓇᐃᔭᖅᑎᒥᑦ ᐄᓯᑎᑕᐅᕙᒃᐳᑦ
are you okay?’
ᐊᒻᒪᓗᑰᖃᐅᔨᓴᖅᑕᐅᓪᓗᑎᒃ.
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Jimmy –
Wendy’s here!
I don’t know.
Is she going
to be all right?

3 weeks later

Well, we have ways of
Yes.
Itthings
just here
doing
go away right?
inwon’t
the community,

I’m fine. It’s
just a cold.
I’ve had a cough for
three weeks that
Yeah.
just
won’t go away.Is that theᐄᓚᒃ.
same
ᖃᑦᓯᖅᑕᕐᓂᐊᖅᐸ
I’m the DOT worker and
I want
to get
tested
ᐋᓪᓚᓂᑦ
ᐃᒡᓗᑦᑎᓐᓄᑦ
cough, Grandpa?
ᐃᒡᓗᑦᑎᖕᓄᑦ ᖃᐃᑦᑕᕐᓗᓂ?
this is the best way to treat TB.
for TB.
ᐃᓯᖅᑕᐅᑦᑕᕈᒪᓐᖏᑉᐳᖓ.
So that’s all
you’re gonna do?
Let’s search
online.
ᓄᖓᐅᒪᓐᖏᓪᓗᑎᒃ,

You need a chest x-ray
and to cough up some
phlegm for the lab.

ᐱᓇᐊᕈᓯᖅ
ᒪᕐᕈᐃᖅᐸᓪᓗᓂ ᑕᖅᑭᓄᑦ
9-ᓄᑦ ᐄᔭᒐᕐᓂᖕᓂ.

ᐃᖅᑐᖅ, ᑲᒪᔨᐅᓂᐊᖅᑐᖅ
Yup.
Watch
you
ᒦᑲ
ᖃᐅᔨᒪᔭᑦ.
ᐃᓄᑦᑎᐊᕙᒃ.
take your meds
two times a week
until you’re done
in 9 months.

ᑕᖅᑭᑦ 9 ᓈᓯᒪᓕᕐᒪᑕ
A few weeks later
Several days later
We have to get you tested At least I know what
Next day I have TB and started
it
is.
I
totally
feel
for tuberculosis,
Grandpa
ᐊᑯᓂᐊᓘᒃ
’! ᖃᐃᒐᖓᑦ ᒦᑲ
the meds a few weeks
better now. ᖁᔭᓐᓇᒥᒃ. ᒦᑲ, ᐋᓐᓂᐊᓯᐅᖅᑎᐅᑉ
Nuyalia.
A three
week
The
results
are back
’!
ᑕᐸᓱᒍᓐᓇᕐᓂᐊᖅᑕᖅᓯᕆᕙᕋᐃ
ago.. ᐃᓚᓐᓄᑦ
Now, my cough
ᐳᕙᓪᓗᖑᓐᓂᕐᓂᕋᖅᑕᖓ
cough
is too
longTB.
to
and
you have
active
Jeez, it’s
like we’re
is almost
gone. You
, ᓱᕈᓯᓛᓄᑦ
ᐊᐃᑦᑐᐃᔪᓐᓇᐃᓪᓕᕗᖓ
be just
a you’ve
cold or
flu.
That’s
why
been
going steady.
Rub my
should
get
tested, too.
Dude!
It says
TB. ᒦᑲᐅᑉ
is but
. ᐃᑲᔪᓚᐅᓐᖏᒃᑯᕕᑦ
ᐱᓗᐊᖅᑐᒥ. ᐃᕐᖕᕈᑕᓐᓄᑦ
ᑕᐸᑦᑑᕗᑎᑦ
ᐃᖅᑐᖅ
coughing
so
much
feet
while you’re
You
don’t
want
to pass it
Sweet!
100%
curable
if
she
. you?
ᓇᖕᒥᓂᖅ ᐊᔪᕋᔭᓚᐅᖅᐸᕋ
ᖁᕕᐊᒋᓂᐊᖅᑕᖓ
don’t worry,
TB is .100%
here, will
on to others,
takes
all and
her now
meds.
All right, Johnny.
curable
you
especially little kids
If you think it’s best.
can start treatment.
that can get really
Ya right, like that’s going
sick from it.’
to happen!!!! Take your pills.’

ᐄ ᔭ ᒐᓗ ᒃ ᑖᖅ ᑎ ᑦ ᐱ ᖃ ᑦᑕ ᕐ ᓗ ᒋᑦ !

ᐳᕙᒡᓗᖕᓂᐅᑉ ᒥᒃᓵᓄᑦ ᖃᐅᔨᒋᐊᒃᑲᓐᓂᕈᒪᒍᕕᑦ ᑕᑯᔭᖅᑐᕐᓗᒍ

www.healthcanada.gc.ca/tuberculosis
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